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The objective of operating business is to gain maximum profit to make the basis for 
sustainable development.Such a process of production-reproduction can actually be 
understood as a value-creating process.In the course of development of Financial 
Management,the scholars have had a variety of understanding of the objectives of 
Financial Management,which prevailing at present is for“Value maximization”.So 
enterprises focus on how to achieve the maximization of value,and Value-based 
Management has also become a new and popular model for management.Value-based 
Management is make up of a series of links.To achieve the goal of Value-based 
Management,we must evaluate the process and its results,therefore,performance 
evaluation can be used as a tool for the successful implementation of Value-based 
Management. 
With the development of era,the management environment,the situation and pattern 
of competition,the business risks and so on, have changed tremendously.Various of tools 
and techniques for performance evaluation appear like an endless stream.But it is difficult 
for an enterprise to choose the suitable one among such dazzling new fashions,because 
many enterprises just only have superficial understanding of these fashions,some even 
just want to catch up with the trend without understanding.The result of these wrong 
actions is insignificant,and the realization of enterprise’s value is also unable to be 
achieved.How to make full understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of tools 
and techniques for performance evaluation which used in Value-based Management,how 
to integrate the various of management tools into one system for Value-based 
Management in overall,multi-dimensional and long-term perspective,have a crucial 
importance for the enterprises. 
The paper will start from the discussion of Value-based Management,explain the its 
purpose,features,links,the conditions the performance evaluation system should meet with. 
And then we illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of EVA,BSC and ABC which 
can be as the tools for performance evaluation,make a combination of these three kinds of 















realize the value creation and to achieve sustainable development of enterprises. 
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